
BACKEND DEVELOPER
JUSTIN LEE

Summary
Demonstrated leadership as a District Assistant Manager at Vallen,

overseeing integration of new equipment across 16 locations, while
managing training and repairs. Known for advanced problem-solving

and critical thinking. Notable achievements include orchestrating
successful technology implementations and ensuring seamless

operations within diverse settings.

Employment

Firestone
Mechanic
diagnose and repair vehicles

US Army Reserves
Soldier May 2011  to Aug. 2017 
Supervise and operate wheeled vehicles over all types of terrain to
safely transport cargo, troops, and provide advanced mobility on all
missions. Manage loading, unloading, and report any vehicle
problems or damage.Supervise and operate wheeled vehicles over all
types of terrain to safely transport cargo, troops, and provide
advanced mobility on all missions. Manage loading, unloading, and
report any vehicle problems or damage.

Vallen Pasadena, TX
VMI Specialist Feb. 2020  to July 2023 
Trained a team on how the machinery works and how to use the
systems while satisfying customer satisfaction.
coordinated repairs and installations at companies from Houston to
louisiana. 

Projects
Sweater Weather
Set up api calls using facades services existing api and poros.
finds a location and then grabs the weather for that location. Also
made an add on to make a road trip and get weather for the time you
are going to arive.

Battle Ships
Terminal rendering
Using ruby methods and rspec testing to create a functional game of
battle ships against a computer

Contact
 steelewinchester@gmail.com
 3612051773





Education

Northeast
LakeView

Jan. 2016  to
Jan. 2017 

(basics)

Turing School of
Software and
Design

July 2023 
to Current

Accredited Certificate in
Backend Engineering 2024 

Univeristy of Texas
A&M Corpus
Christi

Aug. 2013 
to Aug.

2014 

Blinn Fall 2019  to Winter 2019 
(Mechanical Engineering)

Skills
TECHNICAL SKILLS
Ruby on Rails
Active Record
PostgreSQL
RESTful WebServices
REST API
RSpec
Test-Driven-Development
Git
GitHub
HTML
SQL
MVC
Heroku
Postman
Object-Oriented Programing
Continuous Integration
Python
Django

https://github.com/JustinSteel/sweater_whether
https://github.com/JustinSteel/battle_ship
mailto:steelewinchester@gmail.com
mailto:steelewinchester@gmail.com

